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His job is to protect her&#133;no matter the costÃ‚Â Police detective Joy Ingram's connection to

elite security expert Stonewall Courson is instant. Undeniable. Electric. But her commitment to

protect and serve has always come first. Everything else is secondary&#151;especially when she

uncovers an underground surrogate baby-making ring. Joy can't risk a distraction during the most

important case of her career, not even one as sexy as reformed ex-con Stonewall.Ã‚Â There are

few things Stonewall values more than a strong woman. But when Joy's investigation draws her into

a deadly conspiracy that goes deeper than she ever imagined, he must convince her that he's the

best man to protect her. And while he puts his life on the line to save hers, the insatiable attraction

between them becomes the one danger neither of them can escape.
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I am really enjoying this series I do not want it to end. Joy take no prisoners detective only have time

for her job. Her ex-boyfriend didn't approve of her work. Stonewall did not believe in forever love. He

has always had a thing for "his detective" as his friends Striker and Quasar called Joy. After one



night of passionate Sex will they both change their opinions about lo e and relationships. Please do

a book on Roland Summers as he is another that don't think there will be another Love for him.

Maybe he can hook up with Dr. Lowell the medical examiner. Also do a book on Taren the technical

genius at the police department, and Andrew Logan another one of Shep young men. And don't

forget about Dakota (Dak) Navarro. So many more stories.

Mrs Jackson really put her foot into this story for Stonewall and Joy, dare I say this was the best of

the three protector series stories. It had everything, great plot and character development. It

intrigued me from beginning to the end. The romance between Joy and Stonewall wasn't overly

done. Loved how the Grangers were interwoven into the story. Joy was a bad mother such your

mouth. Her ability to work her cases was just what was needed. She truly was Stonewall equal.

Stonewall was fiercely loyal and supportive to Joy. He definitely showed that chivalry was alive and

well. I can go on and on but I will say one last thing. The massage scene was red hot. Good job.

When the concept of a series featuring ex-cons was introduced along with my diminishing interest in

books by Brenda Jackson, I was not really interested given the price tag. But, I have been a long

time fan, and decided to give one a try.The books were good, and I really enjoyed this last one. I did

not give it a Five only because it was a little drawn out, and quickly wrapped up in the final few

chapters. Instead of some of the fillers, she could have had more interaction with the

Brotherhood.That being said, Mrs. Jackson maybe back given the last couple of books published,

but she is not back on my automatic purchase list yet.

Locked in Temptation! Brenda did it again! I waited to review all three in this series and as I knew it

would happen, all three are 5+ in my ratings! I love the fact that the men were all friends and lovers

for their women! And that the lovers became so much more to their women! The story lines reflected

on all becoming heroes to each other, smart witty and qualified to Love each other! The sex oh my

goodness, the friendships, the dedication to each other, I loved it! Proves to me, never give up on

yourself or others in your life! I will read this series again! Stonewall and a Joy, I loved them

together, as the other couples! Brenda I cannot wait for Roland's new Love! I know it will happen,

that is you!

How apropos.She was his joy, but he was her diversion. I was so angry in the beginning because

wanted her way...very masculine. At first, I didn't she was feminine enough for a fine strong brother



like Stonewall. Another thing i was dissappointed in was Stonewall didn't have as much action as

his fellow protectors. I kept waiting for him to be more active in her work as well as Randi. But I am

glad they got to the love relationship and the action. There is no way Ms. Jackson cannot give us

story on Roland. I think the new ME would be a great one to pair him with. Please Ms. Jackson, if

you nasty......hahaha.

The final Protector closes the series with a bang! Stonewall and Joy are two strong individuals, the

itch of love and romance takes them down. This story keeps you captured with thrilling suspense, in

depth plot along with lusty scenes and sensual romance. This big, strong protector has some of the

smoothest moves you ever want to experience. Joy is overwhelmed by his tender care and

attention. You get to laugh at Stonewall and his fellow Protectors and catch up on the Grangers.

You don't want to miss this, get your copy now!

I found this book slow moving during the first four chapters, may due to the re-establishing the

characters from previous books, bring them into current. However as the book progress,it became

exciting passionate and sizzling. Joy and Stonewall were compelling fantastic and tantalizing in and

out of the bedroom. Both trying to be independent with no connection to a special lady or man.

There is supence and danger and humor. You will love this book after the first four chapters.

He didn't believe in forever and she only wanted a diversion of sorts. She was only interested in her

hardcore work as a detective. Little did they both know Forever would find them both. Stonewall and

Joy's story was simply amazing. They were drawn to each other from the first. There was no way

they would not become one. His hard as nails detective became his Joy in the Morning! And he

became her sexy as sin Protector. Truly a match in a Forever way!!! :-))
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